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Abstract 

Indexing video data is essential for providing content based access. Indexing has typically 
been viewed either from a manual annotation perspective or from an image sequence processing 
perspective. This work proposes a methodology for designing video indexing schemes which 
use low level machine derivable indices to map into the set of application specific desired video 
indices. The indexing procedure uses image sequence processing and application requirements 
analysis to arrive at the low level and desired indices. The mapping is created based on the 
domain constraints. A mapping efficacy measure is presented. Experimental results of indexing 
video using image motion features are presented. 

Keywords: Digital Video, Video Indexing, Video Databases, Content based retrieval, partial 
index, Video Processing, Image Sequence Analysis, Video Classification, Video Production 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Digital Video technology promises to make video the ubiquitous mode of communication in the 
future. There are several technological hurdles that need to be crossed before these promises are 
met. One of the major hurdles is the ability to access video based on its content. This requires 
content based indices into the video data. The process of attaching content based labels to video is 
referred to as video annotation or indexing. This process can be performed manually by an operator 
who views the video. The indexing effort is directly proportional to the granularity of video access. 
For example, the indexing effort for video library applications which model video by its title is lesser 
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than the indexing effort for a multimedia authoring application which indexes video based on the 
content and style of the shots used to compose the video. Thus as applications demand finer grain 
access to video, automation of the indexing process becomes essential. Given the current state of 
art in computer vision, pattern recognition and image processing, reliable and efficient automation 
is possible for low level video indices like scene changes and image motion properties etc. But most 
applications demand a much higher level of content based access. This paper explores the use of 
low level image measurements to derive higher level content based indices with the help of domain 
constraints. 

The proposed approach begins to tackle the problem of content based access in a systematic way. 
This work defines the problem of video indexing and proposes a design methodology for video in
dexing schemes. The indexing schemes presented use low level image sequence features in a fea
ture based classification formalism to arrive at a machine derived index. Domain constraints are 
used to design a mapping from low level machine derived index to the desired video index. An ef
ficacy measure is proposed to evaluate this mapping. An example feature based indexing scheme 
based on the image motion feature to generate a shot framing (Bordwell, 1980) video index is pre
sented. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. A short literature survey is presented in section 
2. Section 3 discusses the problem of video indexing and provides a formal definition. The design 
procedure for feature based video indexing is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the example 
design for a video database to support authoring and editing applications. The mapping between 
the machine derived index and the desired video index is presented in section 6. The results of 
applying indexing scheme to cable television feed are presented in section 7. A summary of the 
work concludes the paper in section 8. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Existing work on content based video access and video indexing can be grouped into three main 
categories. 

High Level Indexing: The work by Davis (Davis 1993, Davis 1994) is an excellent instance of 
high level indexing. This approach uses a set of predefined index terms for annotating video. 
The index terms are organized based on a high level ontological categories like action, time 
,space, etc. Davenport et al (Davenport, 1991) have proposed a structured model for a shot. 
Smith et al (Smith, 1992) have proposed a video annotation system based on a layered anno
tation approach. 

The high level indexing techniques are primarily designed from the perspective of manual 
indexing or annotation. The index terms used ,data structures and user interfaces are geared 
towards a scenario where an operator views and indexes the video. This approach is suit
able for dealing with small quantities of new video and for accessing previously annotated 
databases. Ignoring the need for automation in video insertion is one of the main limitations 
of these approaches. 

Low Level Indexing: These techniques provide access to video based on properties like color, tex

ture etc. These techniques can be classified under the label of low level indexing. Ioka et al 
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(loka, 1993) have presented techniques for retrieving video sequences based on the estima
tion of motion vectors in video sequences and using these vectors as the key for retrieving 
video. Gong et al (Gong,1994) have applied color based image indexing techniques to retriev
ing key frames of video sequences. Nagasaka et al (Nagasaka, 1991) present video search 
based on object appearances. Arman et al (Arman 1994) have presented a key frame based 
browsing technique for video. This approach uses image moments to measure key frame sim
ilarities. The key frames are used as models of the video shots. 

The driving force behind this groups of techniques is to extract data features from the video 
data, organize the features based on some distance metric and to use similarity based matching 
to retrieve the video. Their primary limitation is the lack of semantics attached to the features. 
Hence from the user perspective, the utility of such approaches becomes limited. 

Domain Specific Indexing: A number of researchers have worked on the areas of domain specific 
video indexing and retrieval. One of the pioneering efforts in the area is by Swanberg et al 
(Swanberg, 1992, 1993). They have presented work on finite state data models for content 
based parsing and retrieval of news video. Smoliar et al (Smoliar, 1994) have also presented 
work on parsing news video. 

These techniques over come the limitations of both the above categories. They use the high 
level structure of video to constrain the low level video feature extraction and processing. 
These techniques are effective in their intended domain of application. The primary limita
tion of these techniques is their narrow range of applicability. 

Apart from the above research efforts work by Akutsu et al (Akutsu, 1992, 1994) has considered 
the cinematographic structure of video and the low level video feature based techniques to extract 
some of the cinematographic properties. The work by Akutsu et al is a very balanced approach to 
the problem of video indexing. How ever they have not completely utilized the structuring that exits 
in video information. 

All the above work has viewed video in isolation and has not considered video as a component 
of a video database system. The proposed approach views video indexing from a video database 
perspective while utilizing the structure inherent in video to derive the indices. Preliminary results 
from this research have been reported in (Hampapur, 1995-A). 

3 VIDEO INDEXING 

The term indexing as used in database literature (Date, 1975), (Korth, 1986) refers to the ordering of 
data based on a particular attribute. This is referred to as the search key . For example, a telephone 
directory is indexed on the name attribute using lexicographic ordering. Video indexing serves an 
analogous purpose in video databases. A video index requires video search keys based on which 
the index is generated. The process of choosing search keys and designing representations for video 
data based on the content and the typical queries is called video data modeling. This problem has 
been addressed in (Hampapur, 1995-B). 

The concept of a video index is illustrated below using an example. Consider a television news 
cast. The typical structure of a television news cast (Zettl, 1984), (Millerson, 1975) involves a seg
ment in which the headlines are presented by the news anchor. This is followed by introduction of 
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each individual report by the anchor followed by the actual report itself. The news concludes with 
a commentary on the news by the anchor. A video index into the news cast will provide temporal 
intervals of video with associated descriptions of the temporal interval. The following are exam
ples of video indices into a newscast. Depending on the type of video and its content, video indices 
can be of many different types (Hampapur, 1995-B). 

{Temporal-Interval= News cast} with 

{Description= (date, anchor-person-name,lead-story-name, etc)}. 

{Temporal-Interval =News report} with 

{Description= (story-titles, reporter-name, production-style, etc) } 

{Temporal-Interval= Shots } with 

(1) 

(2) 

{Description= (transition-effects, cinematographic-properties, visual-properties) } (3) 

With the example indices presented, the newscast video can be accessed in terms of news casts 
of a particular date, or news reports with a particular topic, video shots (Bordwell, 1980), (Ham
papur, 1994-A), (Hampapur 1994-B), (Hampapur, 1995-C), video shots with specific cinemato
graphic or visual properties, etc. There are many other possible video indices. The ones presented 
here are meant to illustrate the idea of a video index. 

A feature in the context of this paper is a low level measurable property of the image sequence. 
Given any video, a feature based index into the video will provide temporal intervals of video with 
associated feature based descriptions of the temporal interval. The typical temporal intervals for 
a feature based index are continuous image sequences or shots. The following are some typical 
feature based indices. 

{ Temporal-Interval=Shot} with 

{dominant-color= blue, dominant-texture= random 

motion-type= local, flow-direction= left to right, etc } (4) 

A feature based index describes the video in terms of low level measurable properties of the im
age sequence. The feature based descriptions of video are domain independent and can be extracted 
from any video and are independent of the domain or type of the video. 

The focus of this paper is on how to generate the desired video indices (equation 3) based on 
the feature based indices (equation 4) which can be automatically extracted from the video. The 
paper has addressed the issues of how to arrive at a mapping between feature based indices and 
video indices, how to quantitatively evaluate the mapping between the two sets of indices. A motion 
based index is used to map into a cinematraphic property based video index. 

3.1 The Digital Video Model 

The model used for video data depends on the purpose for which the data is being used. The design 
of video data models for database applications has been addressed in (Hampapur, 1995-C), (Jain 
1995). Swanberg et al (Swanberg, 1992), (Swanberg 1993) model video in terms of the temporal 

events in the content of the video. They use a finite state machine for representing this model. Ham
papur et al (Hampapur, 1995-B) have modeled video in terms of the editing process of video. They 
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use the model for video segmentation. The video model used in the indexing process is based on 
(Hampapur, 1995-C), (Jain 1994). The structure of the model is shown in equation 5. 

V Video Interval: [tb, t.] 
Temporal Relations: R 

Feature Count: n 

Type: (wo,Wt, 0 0 0 ,wn) En 
Features: (Ft, F2, F3, ... Fn) (5) 

Video Interval: tb, t. represent the begining and end of the temporal extent of the video respec
tively. All the other elements of the video model refer to this time interval. 

Temporal Relation: R = ( (rt, Vt), (r2 , V2 ), ••• (rk, Vk)) is a set of k temporal relationships. r; is 
one of the thirteen possible relationships between time intervals listed in (Allen, 1983). Thus 
every video model can maintain temporal relationships to k other video models. 

Feature Count: n is the number of features used to describe the video segment being modeled. 

Feature Type: w; is the feature type for feature F;. The different possible types of features are 
discussed in (Hampapur, 1995-C), (Jain 1995). 

Features: (Ft, F 2, F 3, ... Fn) these are the different features that are used to describe the video 
being modeled. The actual structure of the features is discussed in (Harnpapur, 1995-C), (Jain 
1995). The number of features used in a video model and the type depend on the exact nature 
of the application. Any feature F; takes on a label[ where l E £; = (li!, 1;2 , •• .l;k)· Thus the 
features are qualitative in nature and take labels form a predefined finite set. 

3.2 Definition of Video Indexing 

Existing literature on video indexing implicitly defines video indexing as the process of extracting 
from the video data the temporal location of a feature and its value. A similar but more explicit for 
of this definition is adopted in this work. 

Video Indexing: Given a video data model V and a video interval v = [tb, t.] 

V'/=0F; assign Iii E £;based on v (6) 

where n is the number of features in the video data model, F; is the i1h feature, £; is the set 
of labels that P; can take. 

Video Indexing as Classification Given the above definition of indexing, the problem of indexing 
video data can be reformulated as a problem of classifying a particular interval of video into 
one of the predefined categories. This reformulation is possible since the features in the video 
data model take only a finite set of values. The classification problem is defined as follows. 
Given a video interval v = [tb, t.] and a label set[.= (11, 12, ..• , lk) 

Assign to v ~ I; where I; E £ (7) 
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3.3 Definition: Partial Video Index 

Let I1 be an index on VVB based on a video model V1 and I 2 be another index on VVB based 
on a video model v2. Then I2 is called a partial index on VVB with reference to II if v2 < VI 
where the ordering of video models is based on some linear criteria. The criteria for ordering video 
models is presented in section 4.1. Here V1 is referred to as the complete video data model and V2 is 
referred to as the partial video data model. The labels in the complete video data model are called 
the complete label set and the labels of the partial video model are called the partial label set 

The idea of a partial index is motivated by the fact that using machine vision techniques it is 
possible to assign to a video shot a machine derived label which covers a group of complete la
bels. The machine derived label set is a partial label set with reference to the complete label set. 
For example, if the complete labels set included labels like Human-Subject-Motion: (Left to Right, 
Right to Left) the machine derived label set could be Object-Motion: (Left-to-Right, Right-to-Left). 
A machine derived label like object-motion will cover the label Human-Subject-Motion however it 
may also include other objects like vehicles. 

The reason machine derived labels are at a lower level of abstraction is due to the fact that it 
is fairly straight forward and computationally inexpensive to design a reliable analysis technique 
which can extract labels like direction of object motion automatically. However recognizing a hu
man figure in an arbitrary video sequence and estimating its direction of motion is currently not 
within the reach of most machine vision techniques. Thus using automatic analysis to derive a par
tial index is a feasible approach to automating the indexing procedures. 

A video data record with a partial index provides lesser information about the video data 
than the same record with a complete video index. Since a record with partial index will have 
fewer features and the total number of labels among these features will be smaller than that for a 
complete video index. A quantitative measure of the effectiveness of a partial video index is pro
vided in section 4.1. There are several advantages of the partial index process includingfeasibi/ity, 
constrained processing cost and ability to incorporate techniques into prototype designs. 

4 DESIGNING FEATURE BASED INDEXING SCHEMES 

This section presents the detailed procedure for designing feature based indexing schemes. A schematic 
of the steps involved is presented in figure 1. Each of the steps in the design procedure is discussed 
below: 

User Specification: These are the inputs to the design process. The two main inputs are the pur
pose of the video database and the computational constraints in terms of the amount of com
putational resources available. These factors dictate the complexity of the design that can 
be adopted, the structures associated with the video data, the physical storage to be used and 
several other system parameters. 

Design Steps: These are the actual steps in the design process. They include the design of the video 
data model, feature section, feature based class design and feature based classifier design. 

Data Model Design: This step typically requires the purpose of the video data base, database 
expertise and content expertise (knowledge about the content of the video data and the 
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application). The design of the video data model is driven by the application. For ex
ample, the video data model for a video library will be entirely different from the data 
model for a database to support video editing. 

Primary Feature Selection: The primary feature is defined as a measurement made directly 
from the video data. For example, the difference image between two consecutive frames 
of video is a primary feature, while the average difference pixel value is not. The com
putational constraints of the user along with computer vision or image processing ex
pertise are needed to make the feature choice. Typically the initial design iterations will 
result in the choice of simple features like difference images, while later design itera
tions will result in the choice of more complex features to perform the feature based 
indexing. 

Secondary Feature Selection: Secondary features are derived from some combination of 
primary and secondary features. 'JYpical examples would be average value of the dif
ference image, variance of the difference image, filtered difference images, etc. The 
choice of the secondary feature requires the use of vision expertise and the video data 
model. 

Feature Based Model Design: This is a model similar in structure to the video data model, 
but the instantiation of this model is based on the automatic processing of the video 
data. The typical procedure for arriving at the feature based model is to design video 
data classes based on a qualitative classification. The qualitative classification process 
relies on the secondary features that are extracted. 

Feature Based Classifier Design: (Duda, 1975) This step involves the actual design of the 
algorithms and code for the feature based classification process. This step relies on the 
vision and software engineering expertise available. 

Design Evaluation Step: This is one of the key steps in the design process, and provides a com
parison of the feature based model against the video data model. This measure of design 
efficacy should be linear and monotonic, i.e. if the feature based data model exactly matches 
the video data model the measure of goodness (called fbi efficacy) should be one and should 
decrease linearly to zero as the mis-match between the video data model and feature based 
model increases. One such measure is proposed in section 4.1. 

Design Outputs: These are the outputs of the design process. 

FBI Efficacy: This is a measure of goodness of the design and is a number which lies be
tween (0,1) with 0 indicating an ineffective feature based indexing scheme, and 1 indi
cating a perfect feature based indexing mechanism. 

Feature Extractors: These are the functions for extracting measurements from the video 
data. Typical examples include, difference images, flow, dominant colors, color distri
bution maps, texture maps, etc. 

Discriminant Function: This is the function which combines the output of the various fea
tures to arrive at a feature based class for a given video interval. 

The flow diagram of figure 1 shows the steps involved in designing a feature based indexing 
system. The next step is to apply the feature based indexing to actual data in the application domain 
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and to evaluate the experimental performance of the system. Typically this will lead to refined user 
specifications and a redesign of the indexing scheme. 

4.1 Efficacy of feature based indexing 

This section presents a measure which evaluates the effectiveness of the design. The problem of 
evaluating the effectiveness of the feature based model as compared to the video data model can 
be mapped into a problem of rating the goodness of the mapping between the classes in the feature 
based model and the video data model. Let V be a video data model. Let V have a single feature F. 
Let £ be the set of labels that can be assigned to the feature F. Let V 1 be the feature based video 
model. Let V 1 have one feature F1 which can take on labels from £1. The problem of evaluating 
the goodness of the mapping between V 1, V can now be defined as the problem of evaluating the 
mapping between £ 1, £. Figure 2 shows the range of mapping between the two sets. There are 
three mappings shown in the figure (top, middle, bottom). The number in the left bottom comer 
for each mapping indicates its ranking. The set (oval) on the left indicates the feature based index 
(automatically derived partial index), and the oval on the right represents the ideal or desired index. 
The mapping shows how the machine derived index relates to the desired or ideal index. The top 
mapping (figure 2) has an efficacy measure of 1.0, indicating that it is perfect. The middle (figure 
2) mapping has an intermediate value for the efficacy measure, since here the feature based index 
provides a sub grouping on the ideal index. The bottom mapping (figure 2) is the worst, since the 
feature based index does not provide any information about the ideal index. 

A measure which behaves in this manner is used to characterize the goodness of a feature based 
indexing scheme. Such a measure can be designed by ranking the mappings between two sets. A 
one to one and onto mapping is given the highest ranking and a mapping in which one element 
in the feature based index covers all elements in the ideal index receives the lowest rank. In the 
following derivation Card stands for cardinality of a set, i.e. the number of elements in the set. 

Card(£1 ) = k 

Card(£)= n 

Each element in £ 1 can be treated as a subset of£. Let S; be a subset of£ where 

S; = ( l E £ : l- 1 = l 1 E £1) 

£has k subsets where k = Card(£1 ). 

i==k i=k n S; = 0 and U S; i- £ 
i=O i=O 

The sets S; have a null intersection but don not necessarily constitute a partition of£. 

Let 0 = {l E £ : Vi~~S; l ¢ S;} 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

0 is the set of omitted labels in£. Let o = Card( 0). Let C be the set of covered labels in£. Let 
c = Card(C). Now 

C = £- 0 and Card( C) + Card(O) = Card(£) c + o = n (13) 
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Data Model Design 

Video Data 
Model 

Feature Based Indexing: Design Flow Diagram 

Figure 1: Feature based Indexing: Design Procedure 
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0.0 
Feature Based Index: Efficacy Measure 

Figure 2: Feature based Indexing: Efficacy Measure 
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Let f be the fraction of labels covered in£. f = ~. f is a measure of coverage of£ by£ 1 but does 
not measure the discrimination provided by the feature based data model. The measure of discrim
ination is the nature of the distribution of the members of C among the sets S;. Such a measurement 
is provided by the variance of the cardinalities of S;. 

Vi~~H(i) = Card(S;) 

Let u 2 be the variance of Hand u~ax be the maximum variance of H. 

2 2:::~~ ( card(S;)- fr u = __ _,___ ___ ___::.!..___ 

n 

u2 
Let&= -2-

umax 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

8 is a measure of the uniformity of H. 8 = 0 for a perfectly uniform distribution and 8 = 1 for a 
distribution in which £ is covered by one label in £ 1. In addition to the uniformity of the distribu
tion, for the ideal case the mapping between £ 1 and £ is one-to-one and onto. For such a mapping 
c = k, the mean of His a good measure for this J1. = f. Let c: represent the efficacy measure of the 
mapping. 

(1 - 8)£ k(l - 8) 
£== n =---

f n 
(18) 

5 EXAMPLE DESIGN 

This section presents an example of the design process illustrated in section 4. The example design 
presented here emphasizes the Feature based model design step. Further details of the design pro
cess can be found in (Hampapur, 1995-C). The presentation in this section lists the name of the step 
with reference to figure 4, presents a brief discussion and presents the output of the step. 

User Specification: Purpose The purpose of the video database in this example is assumed to be a 
database to support video editing, multimedia authoring, etc, where video is typically reused 
from earlier footage. 

Design Step: Data Model Design The system specification that can be derived from the purpose 
are listed below: 

Access Granularity: Editing applications typically access video at the granularity of shots 
(continuous camera operation image sequences). 

Typical Query Patterns: The typical nature of queries will include content queries and pro
duction style queries. 

The video is assumed to be segmented into shots. There are a number of techniques available 
for segmenting video into shots (Hampapur, 1995-B) The current design example will limit 
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queries to production style queries, specifically to shot framing queries (Zettl, 1984). This 
simplification is done to keep the presentation simple. The video data model is: 

Vav Video Interval: Shot 

Temporal Relations: 0 
Feature Count: 2 

Type: (wo,wi) 

Features: (Fo,FI) 
where Fo = Cinematographic Label Set, F 1 = Content Labels ( 19) 

Feature Type Range 

Foo = Framing Distance w0 = Qualitative £ 00 = Long, Medium, Close Up 

FOI = Framing Angle w1 = Qualitative £ 01 = High, Eye, Low 

Fo2 = Framing Motion w2 = Qualitative £ 02 = Tracking,Panning 
£ 02 = Object,Camera-Static,Null 

F03 = Shot Purpose w3 = Qualitative £ 03 = Establishing, Zoom, 
£ 03 = Tracking, Conversation 

Table 1: Complete Video Model: Features and Labels 

The different features used in the above model of video are the common terminology used to 
describe a shot in film literature (Zettl, 1984). Thus given a video database constructed based 
on this model of video, it can be searched based on attributes like shot distance, shot angle. 

Design Step: Primary Feature Selection This step relies heavily on the vision expertise avail
able. Given the shot framing model of video the primary feature was chosen to be Difference 
Image Sequence (Jain, 1979) (Jain 1984). 

Design Step: Secondary Feature Design : This step requires a vision expertise and the study of 
the video production process and a study of experimental video shots. Based on all the above 
factors the following were chosen to be the set to secondary features. 

Thresholded Difference Image Sequence: This image is generated by thresholding the dif
ference image. The threshold is chosen to be a small value which eliminates difference 
pixels generated due to camera optics, digitization effects and small variations in light
ing. 

Area of Thresholded Difference Images: This is the number of pixels above the selected 
difference image threshold. 

Connected Component Difference Images: The thresholded difference image is filtered and 

a connected component analysis is used to obtain a grouped component representation 
of the difference image. 
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Component Metrics: Different component measurements like size, shape, locations within 
the image etc are measured from the component image. 

Design Step: Feature Based Data Model Design: Figure 3 shows a tree representation of the fea
ture based data model used. The feature based model was designed based on an organization 
of the secondary features to yield a good classification of the data. The feature based data 
model is presented below. The process of computing the feature based model is presented in 
figure 4 

Feature 

Vp Video Shots: [tb, t.] 
Temporal Relations: 0 
Feature Count: 3 

Type: (wo,wl,w2) 
Features: (:Fa, :F1, :F2) 

Type 
:Fo = Temporal Motion Variation wo = Qualitative 
:F1 = Cumulative Motion Magnitude w1 =Qualitative 
:F2 = Spatial Motion Distribution w2 = Qualitative 

Table 2: Partial Video Index Features 

(20) 

Range 
£ 0 = Homo, Hetero 
£1 =Motion, Still 
£2 = Local, Global 

The definition of the various labels in the feature based data model is provided below. 

Homogeneous Shots (HO): A shot which has uniform motion properties along most of its 
temporal extent. For example, a panning shot, or a tracking shot, etc. 

Heterogeneous Shots (HT): A single shot in which different temporal regions have distinct 
properties, or that the motion properties of the shot change over the duration of the shot. 
Typically such shots are called long takes. A long take could initially be a still close up 
shot, then zoom out to a medium shot, and end as a tracking long shot all within one 
camera take. 

Motion Shots (MS): Shots which incorporate a significant amount of image motion. 

Still Shots (SS): Shots which incorporate a negligible amount of image motion. 

Localized Motion shots (LM): Shots in which the motion is localized to some parts of the 
image space of the shot. Such shots correspond to static camera moving object shots. 

Global Motion Shots (GM): Shots in which the motion is significant in all portions of the 
image space. 

Figure 4 shows the procedure used to compute the feature based index. The first step is to 
extract difference images from the video sequence. The difference images are thresholded 
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Measurement Extrtaction Shot Type: P•tial Label 

Image Motion based Partial Video Index 

Figure 3: Difference Image based partial video data model 
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to eliminate noise. The thresholded difference images are grouped into components using a 
standard connected component labeling algorithm. The first decision in the tree (figure 3) is 
made based on the variance of the total image motion area over the length of the shot. This 
separates out homogeneous from heterogeneous shots. The grouping of still and motion shots 
is based on the thresholding the total motion area within a frame and using the frames to vote 
for the classification. The grouping into local and global motion shots is based on the average 
component size of the components in a frame. 

6 MAPPING BETWEEN VIDEO MODELS 

Given a partial video model Vp (equation 20) and a complete video model V (equation 19) a map
ping between the two sets is necessary in order to use the partial video data model in the indexing 
procedure. Such a mapping between the image motion based partial index and the shot framing 
based index is presented in figure 5. The derivation of this mapping is based on two factors: 

Partial Indexing Techniques: A thorough knowledge of the techniques used to derive the partial 
index and the meaning of the labels of the partial index is necessary in order to be able to 
create the mapping. 

Video Content and Production: As the video models are domain specific it is necessary to have a 
good understanding of the content of the video and the techniques used to produce the video 
data. 

Given that the application domain is multimedia authoring and video production the knowledge 
necessary to create this mapping is a knowledge of machine vision techniques (Jain-1995) and a 
knowledge of film production. The study of film and video production presented in (Hampapur, 
1995-C) is used as a basis for arriving at this mapping. The mapping shown in figure 5 is based on 
the following: 

HMG: Homogeneous global motion shots cover panning shots and establishment shots. Typically 
panning shots and establishment shots are used to provide the viewer with a panoramic view 
of the scene. Hence the camera is panned which causes homogeneous motion through the 
extent of the image. 

HS: Homogeneous still shots typically cover still shots, shots of very small motion like medium 
shots of people talking etc. 

HML: Homogeneous local motion shots cover medium shots with static camera. This is because a 
static camera precludes global image motion unless the objects are very close to the camera. 

HT: Heterogeneous shots cover shots in which the framing parameters change over the length of 
the shot. For example, if a shot changes from long shot to close up, or if the camera begins 
motion in the middle of the shot, etc. 
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7 EXPERIMENTS 

The feature based indexing scheme described in this paper, uses a set oflow level labels derived by 
video processing algorithms as indicators of higher level features that are actually required by the 
video model. There are two factors that need to be evaluated in this approach: 

Validity of Mapping: This is the problem of evaluating how faithfully does a particular machine 
derived label indicate or map to a desired label. This factor depends to a very great extent 
on the nature of the video data. Characterizing the mapping between the feature based video 
labels and the higher level of video features requires an extensive analysis of video data. This 
requires a classification of video based on different production styles and assessing the map
ping for each of these production styles. This paper does not report on these experiments. 

Reliability of Machine derived Index: This factor pertains to how well the low level video pro
cessing algorithms are able to extract the video classes. This is dependent on two factors, 
namely, the design of low level classes and the performance of the feature based classifica
tion scheme. The reliability of the feature based index can be measured in terms correctness 
of the labels derived by the video processing algorithms as compared to a manually assigned 
label set. This result can be expressed as a confusion matrix of the feature based classes. The 
experimental procedure and results are presented in the remainder of the section. 

7.1 Procedure 

The experimental procedure followed for evaluating the reliability of the machine derived index 
is presented in this section. A brief description of each of all of the steps involved are presented. 
Further discussions of some of the steps are presented in later sections. 
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HT : Heterogeneous Shot 
HMG: Homogeneous Global Motion 
HML : Homogeneous Local Motion 
HS : Homogeneous Still 
X :Unknown 
EST : Establishing Shot 

CNV : Conversation Shot 
Z :Zoom Shot 
T : Tracking Shot 
MS : Medium Shot 
SC : Static Camera 

Mapping between feature based index and Framing Labels 

Figure 5: Mapping between machine derived features and video model features 
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Experimental Data: The experimental data used was taken from commercial cable television feed 
here in Ann Arbor, MI. The data included a wide variety of cable television programming 
including, news videos, comedy shows, sitcoms, music videos, commercials, sports telecasts, 
etc. The data is stored on a video disk. 

Shot Segmentation: The video data taken from cable television was segmented into shots. The 
segmentation was performed using the video segmentation techniques presented in (Ham
papur, 1995-C). Each shot of video is represented as a time interval (begining and ending 
frame numbers on the video disk). 

Training Set: This is the set of shots used to tune or train the feature based indexing algorithm. The 
set chosen here must be representative of all the feature based classes. Further discussion of 
the training set is presented in section 7.2 

Threshold Selection or Training: This is the process of selecting the various thresholds used by 
the feature based labeling algorithm. This procedure for training is presented in section 7.2 

Experimental Set: This is the set of shots on which the the feature based labeling algorithms are 
applied. This set is chosen randomly from the set of experimental shots that is available. 

Feature based labels: These are the labels that are derived by applying the feature based labeling 
to the experimental data set. 

Manual labels: Manual labels are derived by viewing each shot manually and assigning a label. 
The rules for manual labeling are presented in section 7 .3. 

Confusion Matrix Computation: The confusion matrix is a n x n matrix. n is the number of 
feature based classes. The diagonal entries in the matrix indicate the percentage of shots that 
were correctly classified. The off-diagonal entries indicate the percentage of misclassification 
performed by the feature based indexing algorithm. The ideal confusion matrix would be an 
identity matrix. 

7.2 Training 

The process of training or threshold selection involves the selection of a set of shots called the train
ing set, and using these shots as a basis for choosing the thresholds for the feature based indexing 
algorithm. The algorithm processes the video frames to extract from it the difference image between 
consecutive frames. The difference images pass through several computational steps and are finally 
converted into connected component measurements . These measurements are compared to thresh
olds in a sequential manner to arrive at the final classification of the shots. Training is the process of 
choosing these thresholds based on example data. The set of shots used for training are presented 
in figure 6. The training procedure for selecting the thresholds is outlined below. 

1. To each shot in the training set assign a correct label (manual label) based on viewing the shot 
using the procedure outlined in section 7 .3. 

2. Run the feature based classification algorithm on all the shots in the training set and record 
the features. 
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3. Choose the thresholds for each of the features which gives the best result in the training set. 
There are several automatic techniques for choosing these thresholds (Duda, 1975). In the 
experiments reported here the thresholds were manually chosen. 

Figure 6 shovys the first frames of each of the shots in the training set. Table 3 shows the actual 
cinematographic labels for each of the shots in the training set. Also shown are the manual labels 
assigned to each shot and the corresponding machine derived labels. The confusion matrix for the 
training set is presented in table 4. Given the set of shots used the confusion matrix of table 4 was 
the best result that could be achieved by appropriate choice of thresholds. 

7.3 Ground Truth Derivation 

This section presents the rules or the procedure to be followed by a human operator to label the 
shots with the feature based labels. The operator views each shot individually and assigns it a label 
based on the set of rules presented below. 

Heterogeneous Shots: If the motion within the shot changes significantly over time, the shot would 
be termed heterogeneous. The amount of motion within the shot should be significant. Typ
ically heterogeneous shots tend to be shots of long duration. Homogeneous shots exhibit a 
uniform motion behavior through the temporal extent of the shot. 

Still Shots: These are shots with minimum motion in them, they typically include complete stills 
and conversation shots in front of a static camera, like an anchor person shot. 

Local Motion Shots: These are shots where the motion is localized to different parts of the image. 
Typically this includes static camera shots with single and multiple moving objects. 

Global Motion Shots: These are shots where the motion is distributed uniformly over the entire 
frame of the image. Typically, these include camera panning shots and tracking shots. 

7.4 Test Set and Results 

The test set for the experiments presented consists of shots taken from cable television program
ming. These shots were chosen at random from the experimental data set. The set consisted of sev
enty shots. The shot labeling algorithm was applied to all the shots and the results were recorded. 
Each of the shots was also assigned a manual label based on the ground truth derivation procedure 
presented in section 7.3. Based on these results the confusion matrix for these shots is shown in 
table 5. 

7.5 Interpretation of Results 

The results presented for the test set of shots is interpreted in this section. The interpretation pre
sented here attempts to analyze the source of the errors. There are two main sources of error that 
contribute to the total error in the confusion matrix of table 5: 

Operator Error: This is the error that arises due to a mislabeling of the shots by the operator. The 
primary reasons for this error are 
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Column 1 Column2 Column 3 Column4 ColumnS Column6 Column 7 
Shot Label Distance Angle Motion Objects FBI FBI 

Manual Machine 
Shot 1 cu Eye sc 1 -t2 HT HoS 
Shot2 LS -tMLS Eye -tHigh sc 1 HT HT 
Shot3 LS-tCU High sc 1 HT HT 
Shot4 MS-tCU Eye sc 2 HT HoS 

ShotS MS Eye sc 1 HoS HoS 
Shot6 LS Low sc 1 HoS HoS 
Shot7 MS Eye sc 1 HoS HoS 
ShotS XLS High sc 1 HoS HoS 

Shot9 LS High Panning Multiple HMG HMG 
Shot 10 CU-tMS X-tEye Panning 1 HMG HT 
Shot 11 XCU High sc 1 HMG HML 
Shot12 MS High HandHeld 1 HMG HT 

Shot 13 MS Eye sc 1 HML HML 
Shot14 MS Eye sc 2 HML HML 
ShotlS LS Eye sc 2 HML HML 
Shot 16 XLS Eye sc 1 HML HoS 

Shot 17 MS High sc Multiple HML HoS 
Shot 18 MS High sc Multiple HML HML 
Shot19 MS High sc Multiple HML HT 
Shot 20 LS Eye sc Multiple HML HML 

CU: Close Up Shot. HT: Heterogeneous Shot 
MS: Medium Shot. HoS: Homogeneous Still Shot 
MLS: Medium Long Shot HMG: Homogeneous Motion Global 
LS: Long Shot HML Homogeneous Motion Local 
XLS: Extreme Long Shot 
Eye: Eye Level Shot. 
High: High Angle Shot 
Low: Low Angle Shot 
SC: Static Camera 
Panning: Camera pans 

Table 3: Manual Derived Index and Ground truth for feature based Index 
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Labels Hetero Still Global Local Total Labels Hetero Still Global Local 
Hetero 2 2 0 0 4 Hetero 50% 50% 0 0 
Still 0 2 0 0 4 Still 0 100% 0 0 
Global 2 0 1 1 4 Global 50% 0 25% 25% 
Local 1 2 0 5 8 Local 12.5% 25% 0 62.5% 

Table 4: Confusion Matrix for Training Set 

Labels Hetero Still Global Local Total Labels Hetero Still Global Local 
Hetero 10 0 0 7 17 Hetero 60% 0% 0 40 
Still 0 12 0 3 15 Still 0 80% 0 20 
Global 4 1 14 5 24 Global 16% 4% 60% 20% 
Local 2 4 0 21 27 Local 10% 15% 0 75% 

Table 5: Confusion Matrix for Experimental Set 

• Error in applying the classification rules to the data. 

• Data items which lie close to class boundaries. 

• Operator fatigue and other reasons. 

In the results presented it is estimated that about 20 % of the error is due to misclassification 
by the operator. 

Machine Classification Error: These are errors that arise due to the mislabeling of the shots by 
the algorithm. The primary sources of this error are: 

• The different classes in the classification scheme are not separable based on the mea
surements being made. 

• The choice of thresholds are not correct, as the training set may on be representative of 
the test data set. 

• The features being used for classification are not appropriate for the classification task. 

Specifically the confusion between the classes in table 5 arises because of the following rea
sons. The list presented below is itemized by the correct class name followed by the erroneous 
class name. 

Heterogeneous ---+Local: The primary reason for heterogeneous motion shots being misla
beled as local motion shots is the motion is not detected lJy the difference image oper
ator due to the fact that sequence has many areas which have similar or smooth inten
sity properties. This is the problem of non uniform distribution of motion information 
through the image. 
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Local -tStill: The primary reason for local motion shots being classified as still shots is 
the clwice of threslwlds for differentiating between motion and still slwts. These shots 
which are misclassified typically lie near the boundary between the still and motion 
shots. 

Global -t Heterogeneous: The primary reason for global motion shots being misclassified 
as heterogeneous shots is that in some frames in the slwt the difference image operator 
does not pick up the motion. This causes a larger variance in the motion over the length 
of the shot causing it to be misclassified as a heterogeneous shot. The other reason for 
this misclassification is due to the fact that many of the shots manually labeled as global 
were close up hand held camera slwts this causes the motion between frames to be jerky 
and hence causes the labeling as heterogeneous. 

Global -tLocal: The primary reason for global shots being misclassified as local shots is 
that the difference image operator does not pick up the motion. In the case of the spe
cific shot used in the experimental set were low illumination shots which caused the non 
response of the difference image operator. 

Local -tStill: The primary reason for local motion shots being misclassified as still shots is 
the clwice of threslwld. These shots lie close to the boundary between motion and still 
shots. 

One of the reoccuring reasons for the error is the inadequacy of the motion measurement feature 
used. This problem can be remedied by using other motion meaurements like optic flow. However 
in many cases the motion information is not available through out the image, in such cases using 
a better motion measurement operator does not provide much gain. Other types of analysis which 
perform motion measurement based on large scale object structure will have to be applied. These 
techniques tend to be very computationally expensive. 

The confusion between heterogeneous and other classes occurs mainly due to the fact that the 
temporal analysis of the shot is local. Using feature variations over longer temporal intervals can 
effectively reduce this confusion. 

In summary, the results of the classification process can be improved by using more complex 
image analysis techniques. From the perspective of video processing algorithms this is a tradeoff 
that needs to be made depending on the nature of the application. Since the use of more complex 
image analysis techniques implies additional computational effort per frame. Given the volumi
nous nature of video data, a small increase in the computation per frame can result in a significant 
performance loss for the complete system, which could directly affect the usability of the system. 

8 SUMMARY 

A novel approach to feature based indexing of video is the focus of this paper. The paper presents 
a methodology for designing feature based indexing schemes. This method uses the purpose of the 
video database and the computational constraints to design an indexing scheme. The method yields 
a low level video feature based classification scheme, a mapping between the machine derived in
dex and the desired index and an efficacy measure for the machine derived index. The motivations 
behind this approach to indexing are the limited amount of computation that can be invested per 
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frame of video and the in-feasibility of deriving high level labels based on automatic video process
ing techniques. An example of image motion based video indexing was presented. This indexing 
scheme was implemented and tested on video data taken from cable television feed. 
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